Space Syntax Laboratory
Research Seminar Series

2017/2018 Spring and Summer
Tuesdays 4-5pm, Bartlett School of Architecture, 22 Gordon Street, Room 6.04

LORENA BEN COSME
The Social Dimensions of Collaboration in Co-working Spaces
9 JAN

AHMED ZAKY FOUAD
Implications of the Spatial Design of School Buildings: Affordances, learning and socialisation
23 JAN

SAM MCELHINNEY
Introducing Isovist 2.0: A high resolution, high speed app for analysing visibility relations
6 FEB

ANDRE AFONSO
Modified Social Benches: Exploring the role of aesthetic interaction to placemaking
20 FEB

FREDERIK WEISSENBORN
Hillier and Leroi-Gourhan: Exploring the relationship between the artefact & the social fact
6 MAR

NAZILA MAGHZIAN
A Boundary-Sensitive Description of Building Morphology: 19th century mansions of Esfahan, Iran
20 MAR

STEPHEN LAW
The Application of Deep Learning Methods in Urban Data Analytics
24 APR

SOPHIA PSARRA
How We Think of the City & Architecture and What We Think Them With: Some contradictions and paradoxes
8 MAY

MARKUS URBAN
Workplace User Experience Design
22 MAY

SOPHIA PSARRA
A Bisociative Approach to Design: Integrating analytical knowledge into architectural education
5 JUN

The seminar will provide a framework for different formats: SHARING an idea or latest thinking; THINKING ALOUD to show work in progress; UPGRADES of PhD candidates; REVISITING a presentation made elsewhere. All are welcome.